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Abstract
Capillary number (Ca), defined as dimensionless ratio of viscous force to capillary force, is one of the
most important parameters in enhanced oil recovery (EOR). The ratio of viscous and capillary force is
scale-dependent. At least 33 different Cas have been proposed, indicating inconsistencies between various
applications and publications. The most concise definition containing velocity, interfacial tension and
viscosity is most widely used in EOR. Many chemical EOR applications are thus based on the correlation
between residual oil saturation (ROS) and Ca, which is also known as capillary desaturation curve (CDC).
Various CDCs lead to a basic conclusion of using surfactant to reduce interfacial to ultra-low to get a
minimum ROS and maximum displacement efficiency. However, after a deep analysis of Ca and recent new
experimental observations, the traditional definition of Ca was found to have many limitations and based
on misunderstandings. First, the basic object in EOR is a capillary-trapped oil ganglia thus Darcy's law is
only valid under certain conditions. Further, many recent tests reported results contradicting previous ones.
It seems most Cas cannot account for mixed-wet CDC. The influence of wettability on two-phase flow is
important but not reflected in the definition of the Ca. Then, it is certainly very peculiar that, when the
viscous and capillary forces acting on a blob are equal, the current most widely used classic Ca is equal to
2.2* 10−3. Ideally, the condition Ca ∼ 1 marks the transition from capillary dominated to viscous-dominated
flow, but most Cas cannot fulfill this expectation. These problems are caused by scale dependent flow
characterization. It has been proved that the traditional Ca is of microscopic nature. Based on the dynamic
characterization of the change of capillary force and viscous force in macroscopic scale, a macroscopic Ca
can well explain these complex results. The requirement of ultra-low IFT from microscopic Ca for surfactant
flood is not supported by macroscopic Ca. The effect of increasing water viscosity to EOR is much higher
than reducing IFT. Realizing the microscopic nature of the traditional Ca and using CDCs based on the more
reasonable macroscopic Ca helps to update screening criteria for chemical flooding.
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Introduction
Enhanced oil recovery (EOR) involves how to extract original oil in place (OOIP) efficiently and
economically[1,2], which has always been one of the hottest research interests for petroleum engineers,
geologists, chemical engineers and sometimes physicists, chemists and hydrologists. The overall
displacement efficiency of any oil recovery displacement process can be considered conveniently as the
product of microscopic and macroscopic displacement efficiencies [1]. This is described by the formula,

(1)

where E = overall displacement efficiency (oil recovered by process/oil in place at start of process), ED =
microscopic displacement efficiency (known as Displacement Efficiency) expressed as a fraction, and Ev =
macroscopic (volumetric) displacement efficiency (known as Sweep Efficiency) expressed as a fraction.

The microscopic displacement efficiency depends on many factors, such as pore structure and
distribution, microscopic heterogeneity, wettability and interfacial tension. ED in Eq. (1) is reflected in
the magnitude of residual oil saturation (ROS) in the region contacted by the displacing fluid[1]. It is
generally believed that Ev is significantly affected by mobility ratio of the displacing phase and the displaced
phase[2–4]. The most significant parameter to affect or determine the ROS is capillary number, which is
defined as the ratio of viscous force to capillary force. Capillary forces are responsible, in part, for the
inefficiency of the displacement of oil from petroleum reservoir during water flooding [5]. The capillary
number (Ca) in close relation with capillary force is very important to characterize flow in porous media[6],
because multiphase flow in porous media is constituted by the interplay of viscous and capillary forces[7].
Study of flow in core plugs in terms of Ca directly leads to the well accepted idea of addition of surfactants,
such as surfactant-polymer flooding[8,9] and alkali-surfactant-polymer flooding[10,11], to injected brine
to reduce oil/water interfacial tension (IFT) to ultra-low (10−3 mN/m) to get maximum oil recovery. The
larger the Ca, the higher the oil recovery, especially for homogeneous reservoirs. However, many recent
experimental and theoretical studies reported many phenomena that are hard to explain properly by classical
Ca theory[12,13]. Even more important is the question whether surfactant-polymer (SP) flooding should
replace alkali-surfactant-polymer (ASP) flooding as the development trend of chemical flooding, as many
researchers contended[14–17]. This requires further investigation of the theoretical foundations of EOR,
especially of Ca theory and mobility control theory.

Capillary number
It is now well accepted that the capillary number is a dimensionless group that quantifies the ratio of viscous
force to capillary forces, as shown in Eq. (2).

(2)

Although the first correlating group to establish the capillary number (Ca) was reported in 1927[18],
the first clear definition of capillary number was described by Moore and Slobod in 1955[19] by using a
concept of "Viscap" denoting viscosity and capillary pressure through a doublet model. The expressions Ca
and Nc are frequently used to refer to capillary number. Ca is used in this paper for most cases.

The first clear correlating group definition is given in Eq. (3).

(3)

Where v is the Darcy velocity, μ is the viscosity of the displacing phase, σ is the interfacial tension (IFT)
between wetting and non-wetting phase, and θ is the contact angle. As for system regardless of wettability
(water wet, oil wet and intermediate wettability system), a viscous length group is given in Eq. (4).
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(4)

Where Lvis is the viscous length group, L is the distance over which capillary forces and viscous forces
are competing (the length of doublet in the reference[19]). The only difference between Eq. (3) and (4)
is the parameter length L. Perhaps due to the early interest in sandstone which is often water-wet, Eq. (3)
is much more popular than Eq. (4). However, it is worth noticing that many people used Eq. (3) for oil
wet system, which was not the original intention of the definition of Eq.(3). More importantly, Eq. (3) is
dimensionless while Eq. (4) is not.

When cos θ is omitted, Eq. (3) becomes Eq. (5), which is the most widely used capillary number. For
instance, in EOR textbook by Society of Petroleum Engineers (SPE) [1], the "capillary number is defined
in Eq. (3) but without cos θ".

(5)

The problem of finding suitable definitions for the capillary number is equal to the problem of finding
precise and, if possible, concise characterizations for the viscous force and the capillary force. Lots of studies
were devoted to this problem. According to our survey, at least 33 different capillary number definitions or
correlating groups have been reported[19–25]. They are listed in Table 1. Capillary number in connection
or combined with other scaling groups like the Bond number [26] and the trapping number[27,28] are
not discussed here, although competition between gravity and capillary forces may affect oil recovery
significantly [29]. Larson et al[18] summarized 14 correlating groups reported from 1927 to 1979 and
Taber [5] summarized 17 correlating groups reported before 1979. The main difference between these
capillary numbers is that some include the porosity while others include the relative permeability, or use
different models to represent the absolutely permeability. For instance, a capillary number for a fracture
is developed by using Eq. (5) and replacing the superficial (Darcy) velocity with the volumetric flow rate
divided by the cross-sectional area[30]. The question is whether this substitute is physically sound and
whether the use in some other circumstances meets the requirement of basic assumptions underlined in these
mathematical models. Chatzis and Morrow[31] used three different scaling groups (Eq.(5), Eq.(6) and Eq.
(7)) to investigate correlation of capillary number relationships for sandstone. The only difference in Eq.(6)
and Eq.(7) is permeability to brine (kw) or air (ka). Although the capillary desaturation curve (CDC) looks
similar when the Ca from Eq.(6) or Eq.(7) is used, the shape of CDC is quite different when comparing
Eq.(5) and Eq.(6).

(6)

(7)
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Table 1—Different capillary number expressions

No. Year Authors Porous media Capillary Number Reference

1 1935 Fairbrother and
Stubbs

Capillary [5]

2 1939 Leverett Sandstone [32]

3 1947 Brownell and Katz Sandstone [5]

4 1953 Ojeda, Preston and
Calhoun

Sandstone [5]

5 1953 Ojeda, Preston and
Calhoun

Sandstone [18]

6 1955 Moore and Slobod Sandstone [19]

7 1958 Saffman and Taylor Hele—Shaw Cell [33]

8 1969 Taber Sandstone Berea [34]

9 1973 Foster Sandstone Berea [35]

10 1973 Lefebvre duPrey Teflon, Steel, and
Aluminum

[36]

11 1974 Melrose and Brandner Unconsolidated Glass
Beads

[37]

12 1974 Ehrlich, Hasiba and
Raimondi

Sandstone [38]

13 1975 Abrams Sandstone Limestone [39]

14 1975 Abrams Sandstone Limestone [39]

15 1976 Dullien, MacDonald Sandstone [40]

16 1977 Reed and Healy Various [20]

17 1977 Stegemeier Analysis of Various [41]

18 1978 Morrow Teflon [5]

19 1979 Oh and Slattery Model Pore [42]

20 1979 Oh and Slattery Pore model [42]

21 1980 Arriola, Willhite and
Green

Microcell [22]

22 1984 Chatzis and Morrow Sandstones [31]

23 1984 Chatzis and Morrow Sandstones [31]

24 1987 Jiang Yanli Sandstone [43]

25 1996 Hilfer Analysis [44]
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No. Year Authors Porous media Capillary Number Reference

26 2001 Hughes and Blunt Numerical simulation [45]

27 2014 Rucker et al. Sandstone [7]

28 2011 Sheng Analysis [4]

29 2014 Armstrong et al. Sintered glass [46]

30 2015 Hilfer, Armstrong,
Berg, Georgiadis and
Ott

Sample [47]

31 2017 Doorwar and Mohanty Sandstones [48]

32 2018 AlQuaimi and Rossen 2D fractures [30]

33 2019 Chang et al. Micromodel [49]

Among the definitions of Ca in Table 1, the one proposed by Abrams[39] in 1975 is quite different from
others because it incorporates the viscosity ratio, which is a key factor affecting the Sweep Efficiency Ev.
This definition is shown in Eq. (8), where μw and μo denote water and oil viscosity respectively, v denotes
water velocity. When the capillary number is combined with other scaling groups, a new capillary number
can be obtained. For instance, the trapped number is derived from the capillary number and the Bond
number. Doorwar and Motanty combined capillary number with the other dimensionless scaling group to
get a new dimensionless scaling parameter, NI, to predict recovery for unstable immiscible flows [48]. The
scaling group, seen in Eq. (9), can be regarded as a capillary number or an extended capillary number because
it is dimensionless and based on Eq. (4). In this paper, we regard all dimensionless scaling groups of the
form in Eq. (2) or Eq. (3) as capillary number. Besides, Eq. (9) has similar form as Eq. (8) because they both
involve a viscosity ratio term. However, they differ strongly in water-to-oil and oil-to-water viscosity ratio.
In Eq. (9), D is diameter and K is permeability, σow is IFT. However, the viscosity ratio is quite different.

(8)

(9)

The above capillary numbers and those summarized in references[18] have different forms but are
generally in shape of Eq. (3). However, based on macroscopic two-phase flow[50–58], one researcher
[44,47,51,57,59] gave a definition of Ca quite different from previous ones:

(10)

This Ca is defined as the ratio between the macroscopic viscous pressure drop and the macroscopic
capillary pressure[59]. That is to say, the macroscopic capillary number conforms to Eq. (2) but capillary
force and viscous force are characterized by macroscopic parameters rather than pore scale microscopic
ones. Quite different from previous Ca expressions, this Ca [47] is a function of scale, saturation and
velocity, and the definition involves the relative permeability, as is shown in Eq. (10) and Eq. (11). In other
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words, as can be seen in Eq. (11), this Ca value is not a constant since relative permeability changes as
saturation changes. This captures the dynamic force change during two-phase flow.

(11)

By using fracture permeability model, a new Ca for a fracture is given [45] in Eq. (12).

(12)

AlQuaimi and Rossen[30] improved this fracture model by incorporating fracturing permeability

(13)

This Ca was found better in natural fractured media, as is shown in Eq. (13). Hence, Cas have been
proposed for matrix-pore system and matrix-fracture system.

Summary

1. Up to present, 33 different capillary number expressing have been put forward.
2. These Cas fall into two big group: macroscopic Ca and microscopic Ca.
3. Most Cas are proposed for pore-matrix system and some for fracture-matrix system.
4. Some contain a wettability factor, others not.
5. Some contain permeability and relative permeability factors.
6. Some Cas were believed to be equivalent to each other, their conditions remained to be checked.
7. Only two Cas incorporate the viscosity ratio, but in a quite different pattern.
8. Serverals new definitions for Ca were proposed recently, indicating that Ca theory still needs to be

improved further.

Classic Capillary Desaturation Curves
The capillary number is frequently used to create capillary desaturation curves (CDC), which describe the
quantitative correlations between residual phase saturation (wetting or non-wetting) and the value of the
capillary number. CDC has important application in EOR since the core issue in EOR is to reduce residual
oil saturation (ROS) significantly and economically. CDC is one of the most important curves in EOR[60].
Typical CDCs are obtained by varying the Ca parameters in the same core or model. The process to obtain
such CDCs was well introduced in references [47,51]. Because it is difficult to reuse the same core for
multiple tests, frequently different cores with similar feature are used to correlate ROS and Ca to get a CDC.
The scattering of test results reflected the correlationship as well as the difference in models. Even when
based on different definitions, many CDC are similar. Abrams [39]rewrote the test results of Moore and
Slobod [19], as seen in Figure 1 [39]. The ratio of the viscosities of the displacing and displaced phase is
close to 1. Note the ordinate is oil saturation at breakthrough. Abrams conducted several tests with sandstone
cores and one with limestone. The result is given in Figure 2[39]. In Figure 2, the solid line represents
limestone core flooding. Please note that the viscosity ratio is incorporated into the Ca and the velocity is
also different from others[39].
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Figure 1—Moore and Slobod CDC [39]

Figure 2—Abrams CDC [39]

Figure 3 summarizes several CDC test results [41]. In Figure 3, the two dashed curves show the
nonwetting phase ROS, while the solid curves show the ROS of wetting phase. Many researchers [39,40]
reported tests for wettability affected CDC. A stark contrast between between the non-wetting and wetting
phase was visible. The CDC for the wetting phase, like oil in oil-wet carbonate rock, was visibly more
gradual [61]. Typical CDCs for the wetting and non-wetting phases are shown in Figure 4 from [2].
Sandstone reservoirs and carbonate reservoirs were often regarded as water-wet and oil-wet respectively,
although some researchers believed they were mixed-wet. The capillary number was about one order of
magnitude higher under oil-wet conditions in comparison to water-wet conditions[62].
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Figure 3—Typical CDCs [41]

Figure 4—Wettability affected CDC

The ease to displace continuous and discontinuous residual oil within the same core sample is shown
in Figure 5 [63]. The value of Ca that is required to reduce the ROS of an initially disconnected fluid to a
particular value is several times higher, for instance, 5 times, than that required to reduce the ROS of an
initially connected fluid to the same value[31,63]. Sheng provided water, oil and emulsion phase CDCs,
as shown in Figure 6 [3].
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Figure 5—CDC comparison of continuous and discontinuous oil [31]

Figure 6—Microemulsion CDC [3]

The above mentioned CDCs are regarded as classic because they were all based on similar Cas, such as
Eq.(5), Eq.(6) and Eq.(7), and had many common features.

1. The larger the Ca, the lower the ROS. A maximum oil recovery thus requires a maximum Ca.
2. When Ca reaches 10−3 to 10−2 [31,63], the mobilization of residual oil is complete. In other words, all

ROSs go to zero in the end. However, Ca values higher than 10−2 were rarely reported.
3. Most CDCs have obvious critical Ca values (Cac). When the Ca value goes higher than Cac, ROS

drops quickly as Ca increases further. Before Cac, ROS does not change obviously as Ca increases.
For most porous media, a value of Cac between 10−6 and 10−5 correspondes to the beginning of
mobilization[63].

4. Oil-wet and water-wet rock CDC behaves differently. Cac for wetting phase is one [62] or two[2]
orders of magnitude higher than non-wetting phase.

5. Mixed-wet CDCs[64–66] are different from that of water-wet and oil-wet.
6. Ease of displacement of continuous and discontinuous oil is different.
7. The permeability of most Berea sandstones used for CDC tests is between 40 and 2500 mD[31],

except for one limestone of 26 mD [39]and two Bandera sandstones of 10mD[19] and 32 mD[39].

Classic CDCs have important applications in EOR. Ca is one of the most important parameters in
affecting
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ED in Eq.(1). To reduce the ROS, capillary number should be large enough to exceed a critical Ca value.
High values can be attained by reducing the IFT to an ultra-low level, or by increasing the displacing
viscosity since the velocity can hardly be increased under reservoir conditions. Among different EOR
techniques, chemical flooding is more closely related with the capillary number[1,2]. Surfactant is thus
required to reduce the oil/water IFT from around typical 35 mN/m to 10−3 mN/m to get maximum capillary
number [10,11,67]. This is well accepted by many, if not all, petroleum engineers. Classic CDCs also imply
that the contribution of the increasing displacing phase viscosity is the same to reducing IFT to the same
order of magnitude when the value of capillary number is the same. In other words, it was not the viscosity
or the IFT but capillary number that determined the ROS. However, this is not in agreement with many
laboratory tests[68–72] and current chemical flooding practice[12,13].

New CDCs
It should be noted that the CDC is closely related with the definition of Ca. As is shown in Table 1, there
are 33 different definitions of Ca. Interestingly, Chatzis and Morrow [31]reported different CDCs based on
the same core flooding tests with different expressions of Ca. In their publication, Eq.(5), Eq.(6), and Eq.
(7) were all used. The CDC trends and shapes are different. Although they concluded that caution must be
exercised when applying these CDCs to porous media of distinctly different pore structure and to tertiary
oil recovery[31], which one of these three expressions is the best to describe the CDC remained unknown.
Many different CDCs have been given recently.

Qi et al [73] reported a CDC (Figure 7) quite different from classic ones. After checking the test condition,
it is found that the two-dimensional three-layer long cores (4cm*4cm*30cm) used for Figure 7 were quite
different from typical cores used in classic CDC tests. The same physical model used was well shown in
reference[70]. In addition, the velocity also differs to other tests although the Eq. (5) is used. Note in this
figure the dots are not from one core, but from different cores. It is interesting that the ROS is not further
reduced when Ca goes higher than 10−2. In addition, the minimum ROS does not go to zero. The Ca values
in their tests went high to 10−1, which were rarely reported. However, the ROS in Figure 7 is not the actual
residual oil saturation but remaining oil saturation due to insufficient sweep efficiency.

Figure 7—A different CDC[73]

Wang et. al. reported a polymer flooding CDC, seen in Figure 8[74]. In this figure, the upper group
referred to Oil Recovery Factor while the lower group referred to the Residual Oil Saturation. They believed
that viscoelasticity of a HPAM polymer could play an important role in reducing ROS, which is not reported
in classic CDCs. Other researchers also believe that viscoelasticity could reduce the ROS[75–78]. According
to the classic CDCs, polymers play a limited or no role in reducing the ROS because it can increase the
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brine viscosity to at most 2 order of magnitude due to the reservoir pressure gradient constraint. In other
words, the polymer itself cannot increase Ca value to Cac [1]. Therefore, it does not reduce ROS[79].

Figure 8—Viscoelasticity affected CDC[74]

Qi et. al. reported a quite different polymer flooding CDC in which the polymer without addition of
surfactant can reduce the ROS to almost zero, as is shown in Figure 9 [80]. They also attributed this to
the viscoelasticity effect of HPAM to the ROS[81]. However, the extremely low ROS in their tests may be
more caused by the gravity-stable effect rather than the viscoelasticity effect of HPAM because their cores
were vertically placed. For typical chemical flooding tests, the cores were horizontally placed to exclude the
gravity effect to oil recovery. In another vertically placed flood test[82], gravity-stable surfactant flooding
without addition of the polymer to control mobility achieved a very high recovery, which was never reported
or proven impossible for horizontally placed core floods and field tests. In addition, this CDC (Figure 9) was
obtained in a secondary recovery model at high initial oil saturation where oil was continuous. However,
some cores were vertically placed to get CDCs, while others were horizontally placed. Most core flooding
tests in China were conducted in a horizontal manner.

Figure 9—A different HPAM CDC [80]
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Mai et. al.[83,84] reported a flow rate effect on heavy oil water flooding. They found that the breakthrough
oil recovery decreased with the increase of Ca defined in Eq. (8). Doorwar and Mohanty[48] also reported
polymer flooding viscous oil test results which are quite different from classic CDC conclusions. Figure 10
(a) and (b) are a summary of polymer displacing very viscous oil under water-wet rock conditions. Figure
10 (a) indicates that oil recovery correlates poorly with the Ca defined in Eq. (2). However, after combining
an oil-to-water viscosity ratio and the Ca, the recovery correlates well with this new scaling group, as shown
in Figure 10(b). Since this new group is dimensionless and based on Eq.(2), we still regard NI as a capillary
number, as shown in Eq.(9). Their results are also not in agreement with the classic CDCs in which a higher
Ca leads to a higher recovery. The CDC from a viscous oil flooding test[66] in mixed-wet rocks also behaves
differently from typical CDCs.

Figure 10—Cumulative recovery correlation with Ca [48]

Although the wettability effect on the CDC has been studied[64], their results differ regarding the shape
of the wetting-phase (like water displacing oil in oil-wet rock). The typical wetting-phase CDCs in Figure 4
and Figure 6 have a Cac, while the CDCs for oil-wet and mixed-wet rocks [39,64,66,85] are more gradual
without such a Cac. Figure 11 [66] and Figure 12 [85] show this difference. In Figure 11, the oil in core
2 is viscous (viscosity of 320 cP). While in Figure 12, the major difference between these three CDCs is
the IFT which is one order of magnitude lower from each other. Since the cores used in Figure 12 are not
significantly different, it is strange that these CDCs went apart from each other. The capillary end effect
was believed one major cause for this atypical CDC, although long cores (30 cm) have been used in these
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tests. The ROS for a mixed-wet rock was not regarded as real ROS but as remaining oil saturation[85]. Han
et. al.[61] also reported a gradual desaturation curve for an oil-wet carbonate rock, which was horizontal
placed in their tests.

Figure 11—Mixed-wet rock CDC [66]

Figure 12—Atypical wetting phase CDC[85]

AlQuaimi and Rossen [30] proposed a new capillary-number definition for fractures that incorporated
geometrical characterization of the fracture, as shown in Eq.(13). It is called fracture capillary number in this
paper. It seems that the CDC based on their revised definition scatter less than the curves obtained for the
conventional definition of the Ca. In addition, their revised Ca values are much higher than the conventional
Ca and their largest Ca values approach unity. It is worth mentioning that the models used for the CDC are
different to the cores used for a typical CDC.

Chang et al[49] used a complete capillary number (No.33 in Table 1) by adding pore-scale characteristics
(pore-throat diameter and micromodel depth) to study unstable drainage of brine by supercritical CO2. The
most special observation of their experiment results is the non-monotonic increase of the CO2 saturation to
capillary number increase. This capillary saturation is opposite process of capillary desaturation. Although
transition from capillary fingering to viscous fingering during the instable drainage process may help to
account for their test results, the correlation between saturation and capillary number is quite inconsistent
with previous studies [86]. After all, a non-monotonic saturation change with the Ca was not reported.
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Figure 13—CDC with new Ca[30]

In reference [51] a CDC based on the macroscopic capillary number proposed in [44] was shown for the
first time. Reference[51] discussed trapping and mobilization in continuous and discontinuous displacement
and proposed a length parameter to distinguish them. It used the experimental data in other references
and gave a more reasonable CDC as shown in Figure 14 [51]. In this figure, the Ca with a top line is the
macroscopic capillary number. The macroscopic Ca values which go close to unity are much higher than
microscopic ones. Although it has a similar shape with the CDC using the same parameters, it is the first
CDC using macroscopic capillary number in Eq.(10). Note that the breaking point for continuous mode
displacement occurs around 1 in Figure 14.

Figure 14—CDC based on macroscopic capillary number [51]

Armstrong et. al. [46] modified the macroscopic capillary number definition [44] and gave a new capillary
number (No.30 in Table 1). They used an average cluster length lcl (seen in Figure 15[46]) and created a
CDC different from all previous ones. Figure 15 shows a different CDC based on different Cas. The shape
of the CDC is very interesting since the ROS drastically decreases after the Ca goes to a certain value. Note
the right angle in the modified CDC.
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Figure 15—CDC with improved Ca [46]

In reference [47] a theoretical CDC was shown which differs from all the other previous ones, as seen
in Figure 16. They also build a connection between the macroscopic Ca and the microscopic Ca. In Figure
16, logarithmic coordinate is used. There was a minimum ROS that does not appear in the CDC in Figure
15. This seems much more reasonable since it reflects a basic observation that the immiscible oil recovery
seldom goes to 100%. The maximum Ca values in this figure are approaching unity. Since so many different
CDC were reported, one question arises: why are there so many different Cas and CDCs?

Figure 16—Two theoretical CDCs[47]

Physical nature
Since the Ca has been widely used in characterization of forces interplay, its physical nature is thus
important. It is generally accepted that the capillary number is the ratio of viscous force to capillary force
in porous media, the key is thus how to characterize them. The flow in porous media is found scale
dependent[87]. At small scale, the flow is capillary dominated while at large scale it is viscous dominated,
as is shown in Figure 17 [87]. The intermediate scale between small scale and large scale is capillary-
viscous coupling which is one of the most difficult problems in upscaling. Lenormand et al[86] regarded
the flow in porous media as characterized by capillary number defined in Eq.(5) and viscosity ratio. They
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used numerical simulations and experiments performed in homogeneous transparent etched networks and
proposed three basic flow regimes: viscous fingering, capillary fingering and stable displacement. Their
typical results are shown in Figure 18[86]. When the Ca defined in Eq.(5) approachs unity, the saturation
or desaturation is affected by the viscosity ratio. Flow regime transmited from viscous fingering to stable
displacement as indicated by Figure 18. It remains unknown where the scale lies and whether capillary
fingering disappear when Ca is high.

Figure 17—The scale-dependence of force balance[87]

Figure 18—Flow regimes characterized by capillary number C
and viscosity ratio M[86]: (a) log M=1.9, (b) logM=-4.7, (c), logC=0

Rucker et al[7] also noticed the problem between the pore-scale and the Darcy-scale and proposed
an intermediate scale flow regime between those scales. Flow regimes change from connected pathways
to disconnected ones is well shown in Figure 19[7]. Figure 20[88] shows the difference between the
microscale and the macroscale in a typical numerical simulation model. Obviously, many parameters that
are different on the microscale disappear on macroscopic scales. A more common concept of the scale-
dependent representative elementary volume (REV) widely used in many areas is given in Figure 21[6].
If the scale is too small, such as the typical pore-scale, the upscaling process is misleading because the
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characteristic parameters are not representative[89]. This is especially true for porous media that are mostly
heterogeneous.

Figure 19—Pore-scale and Darcy-scale[7]

Figure 20—Scale difference in numerical simulation[88]

Figure 21—Representative elementary volume (REV)[6]

Heterogeneity itself is scale-dependent in physical nature[54]. This is well reflected in the recent
publication [90], where differential porosities and permeabilities were introduced to reflect scale- dependent
information on geometry fluctuations in permeability and porosity. Their study well showed how
homogeneity can be deceptive without high-precision analysis for REV studies. The upscaling from the
pore scale to a larger scale requires careful attention to the physical nature of heterogeneity [54,55,91,92],
although some progress has been made recently[46,90,93–95]. In short, the differences in the definition of
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the capillary number and CDC are caused by scale and heterogeneity, although heterogeneity can be both
microscopic and macroscopic.

Figure 22 eloborates a possible classification of capillary number with respect to different scales:
microscopic scale, macroscopic and mesoscopic scale. The macroscopic scale can be the Darcy scale,
which is easy to understand for engineering considerations. The macroscopic scale meets the requirement
of REV in most cases and is characterized by macroscopic parameters like permeability and porosity. The
microscopic scale is the pore scale with one or several pores. The macroscopic parameters cannot be applied
to the microscopic scale directly unless it is homogeneous from an engineering perspective, even though the
homogeneity depends on precision[90]. The criteria to distinguish the microscopic scale and macroscopic in
this paper depends on the engineering goal. To make it simple, we regard the scale that can be directly seen
or easily measured without special technique as macroscopic. Thus, reservoirs cores that are cm long are
regarded as macroscopic. Pores that have a dimension of micron (pm) are generally regarded as microscopic
scale. The range between the macroscopic and the microscopic scale is the mesoscale.

Figure 22—Scale-dependence of Ca

As far as the capillary number is concerned, it only is physically meaningful if the capillary force
and viscous force are on the same scale. Thus, when the capillary force and the viscous force are both
characterized by the macroscopic scale like Darcy's law, the ratio is macroscopic Ca (MaCa). Similarly,
when the both capillary force and viscous force are characterized by microscopic parameters, its ratio
is microscopic Ca (MiCa). If one force is microscopic while the other is macroscopic, its ratio is called
mesoscale capillary number (MeCa). By this classification, it sounds more reasonable to explain the various
Ca expressions and CDCs. Many researchers noticed the problems of the Ca[46,47,50,59,95,96]. For
instance, the critical capillary number marks the point where the viscous force begins to dominate the
capillary force[59]. Surprisingly, all experimentally observed values for the Cac are much smaller than
one[25,31,63,64,97]. It is certainly peculiar that when the viscous and the capillary forces acting on a blob
are equal the capillary number that is supposed to be equal to the ratio of viscous-to-capillary forces is equal
to 2.2* 10−3 [98]. Chatzis and Morrow[31] used so-called equivalent Ca expressions [18] in their tests and
showed quite different CDCs which they did not explain properly. Besides, almost all values of the Ca in
literatures are so small (10−7 to 10−3) and it is strange why effective oil mobilization has happened at such
small capillary numbers even for trapped oil. Thus, the microscopic scale nature [44,46,47,59,89] of most
widely used Cas is pointed out but was not widely recognized.

MiCa
As discussed in many publications[44,46,47,59,89], most of the Cas in Table 1 are actually microscopic,
which is based on discontinuous trapped ganglia in pores. The capillary number defined in Eq.
(5) is thus called MiCa according to Figure 22. At the microscopic pore scale, pathway flow and
film swelling[99], cooperate pore filling[100,101], snap-off [7,102,103], droplet fragmentation[104], no
breaking-up mobilization[105], coalescence[95], corner flow[99,100] as well as Haines jumps[7,106,107]
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are main flow mechanisms. These pore-scale flow behaviors are not characterized by Darcy's law[44]. The
average low flow rate cannot reflect the high phase velocity in individual pores[7], hence the frequently used
velocity or Darcy velocity in many publications is at most an estimation. It should be noted that MiCa does
not involve the Sweep Efficiency because it is a microscopic concept or the Sweep Efficiency is assumed
one. In many experiments, microscopic displacement efficiency [37,108] is calculated from core flooding
tests. This is weird because it is not microscopic at all. More importantly, the in situ contact angle in Eq.(3)
used in micrsocopic capillary number may be different from the one tested from the surface[109,110]. The
present way of calculating the capillary pressure by the Young-Laplace equation should be used with caution
because the microscopic lengths [31,111] or the characteristic lengths [63,86] vary with respect to the pore
geometry. For homogeneous models, the IFT and microscopic lengths may be uniform. The average pore
diameter from the mercury injection experiment cannot represent the complex pore distribution especially
for low permeability rocks. Except for some very homogeneous models, the various capillary numbers
based on Eq.(5) can be more regarded as qualitative rather than quantitative. Many high permeability cores
were homogeneous within the scope of EOR, while low permeability cores were more heterogeneous. The
combination of the macroscopic Darcy velocity with the MiCa is meaningless except for very homogeneous
porous media. The connection between homogeneous models in forms of Eq.(5) and Eq.(6) remains to be
further investigated, although their difference in physics has been well studied[44]. It is worthwhile to note
that although the "macroscopic capillary number" is used in references[100,112], the Ca in these references
is actually microscopic. Since the models used are very homogeneous from the EOR perspective, their
conclusions may be less affected.

MaCa
By using typical well accepted macroscopic parameters [44] like permeability, relative permeability,
porosity and capillary pressure[50,58], the MaCa in form of Eq.(10)[47,59] and its improvement[7,46] can
well reflect the relative domination of the macroscopic capillary force and the viscous force in two- phase
flow in porous media. The important IFT parameter in all previous Cas (MiCa) is not used in the MaCa due
to the fact that no rigorous connection between microscopic Newton and Laplace law and the macroscopic
generalized Darcy law exists[47]. A capillary breakthrough pressure which reflected the importance of
microscopic wetting properties and flow mechanism on the macroscale was used in MaCa[44,59]. The
well-defined capillary breakthrough pressure[59] or average capillary pressure[46] was more complex than
the IFT parameter which can be easily tested outside a porous medium. Thus it is better to be used as a
quantitative characterization possibility rather than certainty because the macroscopic quantity defined in
Eq.(11) indicates that macroscopic capillary number is actually a function of many parameters. For instance,
relative permeability is found to depend on saturation, changes of saturation, residual saturations, interfacial
area and wetting properties[50,51]. Capillary force between oil and water phase may disappear in some place
or some stage. In addition, the saturation in Eq. (11) can be remaining oil saturation rather than the ROS.
Macroscopic capillary number theory helps to overcome the improper assumption [59] and can explain
many phenomena better than the microscopic capillary number. For instance, ideally Ca#1 represents the
transition from capillary-dominated to viscous-dominated flow [47], while many previous Cas do not meet
this idea. For many heterogeneous porous media, how to make the displacing phase arrive at the trapped
oil ganglia in different pores is a key problem in EOR, however, a full sweep is a basic assumption in
the MiCa. For the MaCa, the contact can be reflected by saturation and length parameter. The relative
contribution of the viscous force and the capillary force determines whether the displaced phase can be
mobilized. One important application of the MaCa is to analyze the dynamic force in combination with other
macroscopic scaling groups like macroscopic gravity number[44,59]. The MaCa can better account for the
various chemical flooding tests. The direct parameter viscosity is more important than the indirect parameter
IFT which affects capillary breakthrough pressure. The MaCa can also help to reflect the IFT dependence
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on permeability[59]. For high permeability rocks, the necessity to reduce IFT is not urgent because MaCa
can be higher than unity even without ultra-low IFT. As for low permeability rocks, the surfactant will
be adsorbed which can be reflected by the relative permeability and the capillary breakthrough pressure.
This makes the ultra-low IFT effect much discounted. Thus, only for medium permeability rocks, the ultra-
low IFT may contribute significantly to the high oil recovery. Hence, the necessity of reducing the IFT
to ultra-low to achieve maximum oil recovery for most reservoirs is worth investigating. Many chemical
flooding tests[11,12,113] indicate that the contribution of the mobility control is higher than the reduction
of IFT. More importantly, the important role of interfacial viscoelaticity on residual oil recovery[114–119]
cannot be well reflected in classic CDC and MiCa but be possible involved in macroscopic capillary number
parameters. This needs further investigation.

MeCa
The flow transition from the microscopic pore scale to the macroscopic Darcy scale involves a significant
change in flow regimes [7]. Unitl today there seems to be no rigorous connection between the microscopic
Newton law, the Laplace law and the macroscopic generalized Darcy law[47]. Thus a modified capillary
number containing the macroscopic parameter porosity, and microscopic parameters, like velocity,
interfacial tension and viscosity, and other parameters, like an average cluster length and pore throat
radius, is given[46]. This Ca is called macroscopic Ca[7]. However, the combination of macroscopic
and microscopic parameters makes it hard to judge whether it is macroscopic as it is contended. More
importantly, this practice leads to the strange conclusion that the pore scale capillary number is a function
of the saturation[47]. The difference in physical nature between microscopc and macroscopic scale, such as
constitutive laws, has been well discussed [44,47,53,54,56,59]. Considering the fact that Eq.(5) is actually
microscopic, the Ca in reference[46] is more microscopic if it would not contain the cluster length which
is either microscopic or macroscopic. Thus, the Ca proposed by Armstrong[46] can be called mesoscopic
capillary number MeCa which contains parameters between microscopic and macroscopic scales. In order
to reflect the ease of flow in connected pathways as well as mechanism of ganglion dynamics in inter-
pores [7], a MeCa  is proposed in Eq.(14). Different from the Ca given by Armstrong[46], porosity is
not included and connected ganglia length lco replaced cluster length lcl. Some researchers also attempted to
set up a connection between macroscopic pressure gradient and MiCa by using a critical ganglia length[60]
or a largest ganglia length[105]. The average pore radius is used instead of a pore-throat or a pore radius
in reference[30]. This mesoscopic Ca helps to bridge the pore scale and Darcy scale flow and can reflect
the fact that it is much easier to displace connected oil clusters than disconnected oil clusters. The value of
the MeCa can be much higher than the MiCa. The MeCa for continuous oil clusters is much larger than for
discontinuous oil clusters. However, a constitutive law for the mesoscale remaines to be developed yet [47].

(14)

Where, lco=connected oil ganglia, d =average pore radius.

New observations
Rabbani et al[101] reported very interesting test results which cannot be well explained by previous Ca
theory. In their tests, the flow behavior is not more affected by pore size gradient than capillary number
defined in Eq.(5) (MiCa). At the same MiCa, flow behavior differs greatly. Gradual and monotonic variation
of pore sizes along the front path suppresses viscous fingering during immiscible displacement. Their test
results do not conform to any CDC. As can be seen from Figure 23[101], for the same model, the residual
phase saturation does not correlate well with the capillary number. Larger Ca does not necessarily lead to a
larger displacement efficiency or lower displacement efficiency. It appears that sweep efficiency is affected
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by capillary number which provides a new idea for EOR. As Eq.(1) shows, the displacement efficiency and
the sweep efficiency are two independent parameters. Probably this is caused by an incorrect calculation of
the capillary number. Similarly, Zhao et al[100] reported very interesting results that are difficult to explain
by MiCa. Their typical test results are shown in Figure 24[112]. It is interesting that they do not adopt the
definition of Ca from Eq.(3), although the contact angle can be well fixed. The residual phase saturation is
not well correlated with MiCa. Their tests showed the importance of wettability on flow behavior. These
results cannot be well explained by viscous fingering or capillary finger as proposed by Lenormand et al[86].
Both studies verified the atypical connection of sweep efficiency or displacement efficiency with Ca. For
these special models, the displacement efficiency may also be sweep efficiency.

Figure 23—Sweep efficiency correlation with MiCa[101]

Figure 24—Sweep efficiency correlation with Ca and wettability[112]

How to account for these results by MaCa remains to be further investigated. Perhaps, these phenomena
are caused by force balance which involves gravity, capillary force and viscous force. Recently, many
researchers reported studies[120–124] on moderate IFT reduction by nanofluids can significantly increase
EOR. This is also not consistent with classic capillary number theory in which ultra-low IFT is a necessary
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condition. This can be explained by MaCa because IFT is not a direct parameter and not so important as
previous believed. What is more important is the relative force balance in porous media. Ultra-low IFT is a
special requirement only for capillary trapped ganglia remobilization. For much well-connected oil ganglia,
a moderate IFT reduction is enough to cause proper wettability change and emulsification which contributes
significantly to EOR.

Discussion
For many core flooding tests in EOR, the cores are placed horizontally in which the influence of gravity can
be neglected because the gravity orientation is vertical to flow direction. This is based on the assumption that
the viscous force is not affected by the orthogonal gravity. However, this may not always be true when the
relative magnitude of gravity to capillary force and viscous force is large. Besides, gravity may affect viscous
force because pores in microscopic scale are not all and completely horizontal. In particular, different from
the common assumption of horizontal orientation, permeability is actually anisotropic[50,51,54]. When
the three forces orientation are the same and their magnitude is comparable, it has significant meaning
to combine them. Otherwise, it is less meaningful. Hence, trapped number[27] should be carefully used.
When cores are placed vertically, the gravity force can play an important role in displacement. The gravity
affected flow is shown in Figure 25. Gravity force can stabilize flow which is viscous fingering or capillary
fingering. A surfactant flooding [82] without addition of polymer reported very low ROS and high oil
recovery typical only possible in presence of polymer to help control mobility. Similarly, the low ROS in
vertical core polymer flooding[80,81] is also caused by gravity stabilization effect. Figure 24 shows the
effect of gravity on flow. The gravity effect in both microscopic and macroscopic scale has been discussed
in detail[59]. The gravity effect on flow and oil recovery is well studied by laboratory tests[125]. In practice,
gravity plays an important role in thick layer reservoir and very viscous oil recovery like steam-assisted
gravity drainage (SAGD).

Figure 25—Gravity effect on flow

Another problem associated with the MiCa is the ultra-low IFT duration and working distance. Most Ca
regarding IFT used a fixed value of IFT, this is possible for homogeneous models[26,86,100,101] and large
slug of surfactants, however, ultra-low IFT can only last for a short distance in core or reservoirs. Thus the
Ca values in many publications are too high for the IFT used. Another problem is that capillary force is a
two-phase issue. When oil flows in the manner of connected pathway, there is low, or even no capillary force.
The capillary number thus can be very large. This can be explained by MeCa, because even MiCa is very
small, MeCa can be much larger since connected ganglia can be large compared to the average pore size.
Besides, a large parameter of connected ganglia length makes it possible to bear a large pressure gradient. In
a connected pathway with ganglia, no capillary force exists thus flow is easier. This process is observed[7].
Macroscopic parameters like relative permeability can only be used in MiCa when the pores are uniform
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which form uniform capillary. Another important issue is the wettability which can be either microscopic
and macroscopic. Recent studies showed that wettability has heterogeneous distribution[126–128] and is
thus also scale dependent.

EOR application
As shown in Eq.(1), oil recovery involves both microscopic displacement efficiency and macroscopic sweep
efficiency[1,2]. The current EOR theory is based on the classic Ca (MiCa) and CDCs. Classic CDCs imply
that the IFT needs to be reduced to ultra-low and that the largest MiCa leads to the maximal oil recovery. The
basic idea in chemical EOR is to reduce the IFT to ultra-low, and/or to increase brine viscosity to the largest
extent. Recent studies[80,129] indicate that for polymer flooding higher MiCa does not necessarily make
lower ROS. Other laboratory tests also indicate that optimal recovery is not always associated to the highest
MiCa[12]. Although lots of CDC are based on MiCa experiments, many studies showed contradictory
results. Increasing the displacing phase viscosity has the same contribution as reducing IFT if the MiCa
is the same. However, many recent studies indicate that this is not practical. According to MaCa theory,
the larger the value of MaCa, the larger the possibility to obtain a high oil recovery. The dynamic force
balance in porous media is the most determing factor for EOR. Not realizing the importance of the dynamic
change of moving and resistive forces, may lead to misinterpretions of experimental results. For instance,
the ROS changed with MiCa during polymer flooding may have more to do with the gravity than the
viscoelasticity of HPAM[80,81]. Latest updates of high concentration polymer flooding in Daqing indicate
that it is not widely used [130] even after many years' large field tests and enthusiasm. This may discourage
attemps to use polymer viscoelasticity effects for reducing ROS as believed by many researchers. There
is no direct connection between IFT and ROS. As for surfactant flooding, ultra-low IFT is not the basic
requirement. For polymer flooding, highest viscosity is not advised and for viscous oil, the required optimum
polymer viscosity may be much lower than the unity mobility ratio requirement. This is especially important
for low and high permeability formation. Another overlooked important parameter in EOR is interfacial
viscoelastivity[114–119]. This parameter is not refleced in classic capillary number, while its correlation
with macroscopic capillary parameters like saturation and capillary breakthrough pressure remains to be
further investigated. Thus, the chemical EOR, which is based on classical CDC and MiCa theory needs to
be improved.

The following studies are advised:

1. Recheck the wide belief that reducing the IFT to ultra-low is required in surfactant EOR.
2. Recheck the conclusion that HPAM can reduce the ROS significantly.
3. Investigate the connection between displacement efficiency and sweep efficiency.
4. Reexamine the importance of gravity in EOR.
5. Improve the numerical simulations in chemical EOR.

Conclusions
1. Current EOR theory is based on two important concepts: displacement efficiency and sweep

efficiency, which are largely dependent on capillary number and mobility ratio respectively. Although
sweep efficiency is generally deemed as a macroscopic concept, and displacement efficiency is
regarded as microscopic, the distinction and connection between them is of great importance both in
theory and practice.

2. The capillary number is well-accepted to reflect relative magnitude of driving force to resistance force.
However, accurate characterization of these forces is scale-dependent.

3. 33 different Ca scaling groups have been summarized. These Cas can reflect some two-phase flow
tests on certain given conditions.
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4. The most widely used classic capillary number definition in EOR is proven microscopic in nature and
is based on a contradictory assumption which has been overlooked for a long time. The macroscopic
capillary number (MaCa) appears more reasonable than the microscopic capillary number (MiCa).

5. A concept of mesoscopic capillary number (MeCa) has been proposed as a connection between MiCa
and MaCa.

6. CDC based on a classic microscopic Ca leads to the idea of reducing IFT to ultra-low to get a maximum
displacement efficiency. This doctrine to reduce the IFT to ultra-low IFT has a wide application in
chemical EOR.

7. Some recent laboratory tests and field tests indicate that the contribution of reducing IFT has been
overestimated. This complex phenomenon cannot be well explained by classic microscopic Ca but
are quite reasonable in macroscopic Ca circumstances.

8. As for chemical flooding, the importance of increasing displacing phase viscosity is much larger than
reducing IFT for both heavy and light oil reservoir. Ultra-low IFT is not only unnecessary but also
insufficient for a maximum recovery for most reservoir conditions according to force balance analysis
based on macroscopic Ca. Inferfacial viscoelasticity plays an important role in EOR.

9. The MaCa is helpful to realize the importance of gravity on EOR due to the gravity effect the dynamic
force balance in many complex heterogeneous reservoirs.

10. CDC based on macroscopic Ca calls for a new screening pattern for chemical EOR.
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Terminology
EOR = enhance oil recovery

Ca = capillary number
ROS = residual oil saturation
CDC = capillary desaturation curve

HPAM = partially hydrolyzed polyacrylamide
ASP = alkali-surfactant-polymer

SP = surfactant-polymer
ED = sweep efficiency
Ev = displacement efficiency

Cac = critical capillary number
IFT = interfacial tension

v = velocity of displacing phase.
vi = phase i Darcy velocity.
u = Darcy velocity in porous media p=viscosity of displacing phase
μ = oil viscosity.

μw = water viscosity.
μi = phase i viscosity
λw = water mobility
λw = oil mobility
θ = contact angle at boundary
σ = interfacial tension (IFT)
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σ0-w = interfacial tension between oil and water phase.
L = length in direction of macroscopic flow.
D = average pore diameter

= median pore diameter.
= mean pore entry diameter

bc = minimax width of the capillary
ψ = geometrical factor for curvature of front and back of trapped oil mass.

NLe = Leverett number.
Zimb = curvature correction factor for imbibition

f = dimensionless multipore oil filament length to radius ratio
rn = pore neck radius.
μi = velocity of phase i.

μw = wetting phase viscosity.
K = permeability

= phase i relative permeability curve function at saturation S
Krw = relative pemeability to water.
Krw = relative permeability to wetting phase, m2

Kw = permeability to water
Ka = permeability to air
Pb = breakthrough pressure from capillary pressure curve.
Pc = capillary pressure.
Pc = average capillary pressure calculated

Pc (S) = capillary pressure at saturation S.
ΔP = pressure drop over distance L.

lcl = average cluster length.
lco = connected oil ganglia

= mean length of an oil ganlion
ϕ = porosity
rp = radius of a pore

r1, r2 = D pore radius
Xc = width of pore-throat
∇P = pressure gradient
Lg = length of a ganglion
kf = fracture permeability
db = pore-body aperture
dt = pore-throat aperture
a = pore-throat diameter of micromodel
b = depth of the micromodel

VDarcy = Darcy velocity
SAGD = steam-assisted gravity drainage
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